
The digital economy 

The digital economy has a major effect on our lives. It is now used in almost every industry around 

the world from finance to leisure. Devices such as laptops and smartphones can save huge amounts 

of time and money. Video calling on laptops saves businesses having to pay for employees to get 

flights all around the world to meetings. This not only saves the business money by having to pay out 

less, but saves valuable work time. Many more meetings can be attended in one day by video call 

than would be possible if they were all attended in person.  

The digital economy can have a major impact on education. Online platforms can be used for 

subjects like maths to help with revision and give instant feedback on each question. These 

platforms are often also used for homework so that, if you get the first question wrong, because you 

learnt the method incorrectly, you won’t get every question wrong because of continually making 

this same mistake and therefore online platforms can help you improve more quickly than 

conventional homework.  In lockdown, video calling was extremely useful, as it helped to provide as 

close to in person teaching as possible so that progress could continue to be made.  

The digital economy can also have negative impacts on school work. With online events being so 

quick and easy to access, in person events can be over- looked. This can mean that we miss out on 

real life experiences, we would have had if the digital economy didn’t exist. Real life experiences can 

be more engaging and therefore are often more memorable. In person events often inspire greater 

interest in the subjects you are studying and therefore are more enjoyable. With online homework 

platforms so often used, homework can become very repetitive as all questions are of the same 

style. Conventional homework can provide a greater variety of different activities.  

 

However, the digital economy affects every aspect of our lives- not just schoolwork. Leisure activities 

have also been changed by this technology. Many people now talk to their friends and family on 

social media. This can be an excellent way to keep in touch especially if you live very far away from 

each other. However the fact that messaging is such a convenient way to keep in touch, the ability to 

meet up with friends and family in real life can be forgotten about. Meating up with friends and 

family in person can be more sociable and is much more exciting, especially for older members or 

families, who aren’t able to message.  

 

In conclusion, the digital economy can bring many benefits to education, business and leisure, but in 

order for us to see the greatest benefits of this technology, it must be used at the right times, in the 

right way and in balance with in person activities to make sure the digital economy has an overall 

positive impact on everyone’s lives.   


